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1.2. Articulatory Descriptions

There are ten consonantal segments found at the systematic

phonetic level of representation; of these, two are not

phonemic. One, [c] , is a variant of the phoneme c and is

accounted for by the palatalization rule, <P 29) , (see

3.1.29); and the other, [?] , is accounted for by the

glottal insertion rule, (P 30), (see 3.1.30). There is,

in addition, some vocalic variation, and this is charac-

terized below in the articulatory descriptions.

1.2.1. Obstruents . Of the seven obstruents, three are

simple stops. These stops are voiceless and unaspirated;

[p] is bilabial, [tl is apico-alveolar , and [k] is dorso-

velar. They show no notable variations in different

environments, except for [k] , which is slightly more

fronted in its articulation before front vowels.

Examples of the stops are [p£:tA] 'man, 1 [cp£:ku?] "lower

abdomen ,
' [ t£ku] • someone ,

* [fhtAt] ' some ,
• [kiwAku]

•fox,' [k£J 'what.'

In addition, there is a glottal stop, [">] . Examples

of it are [k£?a:tal 'plume,' [dxhu'] 'yes. 1

The two affricates [c c] are apico-alveolar and

lamino-palatal respectively. Both are voiceless and

unaspirated. The following examples illustrate them:

[c£hriks] 'person, human,' [p£c\i:ka?l 'turnip,' [cka*rAj

•alone,' [kalicu?] 'herb,' [k£:cu?J .'neck, ' [kfsuc] 'grape.'

The one fricative [s] is voiceless and apico-alveolar,
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although with some speakers it is slightly retroflexed.

Several examples are [s£he?] •Cheyenne, [k£:su?] 'bone,'

[w£s] • hurry i'

1.2.2 Sonorants . There are two sonorants. One, [r] ,

is a voiced apico-alveolar tap. The other, [w] , is a

voiced bilabial glide. Examples of each are the follow-

ing: [rets^rru^l 'chief,' [rAhrtirAhki] 'animal, deer,'

[£:wit] 'east,' [raliwa] 'captive.'

1.2.3. The Laryngeal . [h] is a simple laryngeal

fricative glide. Several examples of it are [ihi:tu?]

•mat, cloth,' [ahkawiu">] 'cliff.'

1.2.4. Vowels . There are four basic vowel positions.

The dimensions of contrast for these can be characterized

as front versus back and high versus mid or low. Within

the four positions there is a fair amount of free varia-

tion, but there is also certain variant conditioning.

The phonetic variation is that between tense and lax forms.

The high front unrounded vowel varies between tense

[i] and lax [i]. Likewise the mid front unrounded vowel

varies between tense [e] and lax [e] . One back vowel

is high and rounded. It varies between tense [u] and

lax [u] . With some speakers the vowel, especially when

long, is more central. The other vowel is low-mid to

low, back to central, and unrounded. It varies between

[a] and [A] .

When a vowel is long, it is always tense. Thus:
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[p£:tA] 'man,' [re^a'rru?] 'chief,' [ku:ruks] 'bear.'

Also when, as a result of phonological processes, a vowel

is phonetically short but comes from an underlying long

vowel, it is usually tense. For example, [k£cka:tit]

•black neck' (<ki:c+u 'neck' + ka;ti:t 'to be black'),

[titkAsis] 'quail' (<u;t+u 'prairie hen' + kasis

•to be hard, stunted'). Short vowels are ordinarily

tense, but tend to be lax when they precede a

consonant cluster or are in a final closed syllable.

There seems, however, to be a faij: amount of free varia-

tion between tense and lax varieties of the short vowels

,

depending on tempo of speaking, stress placement, etc.

Examples: [tiltiri] 'now,' [pftku] 'two,' [uwarhaj

•Omaha,' [dska] 'female elk.* For the low back vowel,

the central variant [a] occurs when the vowel is long

and also when it is short but comes from an underlying

long vowel. The low-mid back variant [A] occurs when

the vowel is short and precedes a consonant cluster, and

also frequently occurs in open syllables, especially when

the syllable is stressed. Otherwise, when short, [a]

varies freely with [A] , although speech tempo and other

factors affect which variant occurs. Examples: [pa^tu?]

•blood,' [Ak£hka:titJ 'jail 1 (<aka:r+u 'house' +

ka : ti :

t

'to be black'), [pAksu?] 'head,' [kspAtAJ

•flesher.

•
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1.2.5. Length . Vowel length, symbolized by a colon, is

phonemic; cf., for example, the following contrasts:

/ka-/ 'on a horizontal surface; in timber, brush 1

;

/ka:-/ 'in (side), within 1

/wic-/ 'at or to a point, location'; /wi:c-/ 'towards

a point, location'

/paks+u/ 'head*; /pa:ks+u/ 'animal head, skull'

Long vowels are characterized by their longer

duration, approximately two morae, and also by their

tense quality.

1.2.6. Accent . One additional feature of Pawnee speech

is that of accent or stress. This feature does, not seem

to be phonemic, since there are no examples of it

establishing morphemic contrasts. With polysyllabic

nouns and particles, stress generally, though not always,

falls on the first syllable. With verb forms, however,

the placement of stress is more variable. What the

conditioning factors for its placement are is not known

at this time, and for this reason there will be no

attempt at accounting for it.
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